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The Teacher's Books are conventional in approach and provide a reference to the answer key and audio scripts for exercises, to support teachers new to EAP teaching by providing extra background
information on key aspects like critical thinking, to offer additional ideas and support for busy or inexperienced teachers.
A five-level course from Foundation to Advanced, each level of Listening & Speaking complements the Reading & Writing coursebooks through parallel topics and features. Skillful not only provides the tools
for academic success but creates an arena for intelligent thinking and student debate.
The Listening and Speaking Student's Book Packs consist of the print Student's Book with an access code to the Student's Resource Center. The Resource Center contains the Student's Book audio and
video material and course wordlists, excellent to support students throught the course and development of academic skills.
An ESL/EFL book designed to prepare students for academic content. Combines communicative activities with skill-building exercises in listening, speaking, reading, wrtiting and grammar to boost students'
academic success.
"Every student needs top class listening and speaking skills to succeed at an academic level. 'Skillful' focuses on these two skills to give presentation, instant practice, and complete immersion in those
language skills. It offers students the opportunity to develop language skills by presenting them with ideas from today's world, while building critical thinking skills that are vital for academic success. This is
taken even further with a focus on study skills, providing students with practical guidance and support, and building confidence for independent learning throughout their university career."--Editor.
"Every student needs top class listening and speaking skills to succeed at an academic level. "Skillful" focuses on these two skills to give presentation, instant practice, and complete immersion in those
language skills. It offers students the opportunity to develop language skills by presenting them with ideas from today's world, while building critical thinking skills that are vital for academic success. This is
taken even further with a focus on study skills, providing students with practical guidance and support, and building confidence for independent learning throughout their university career."--Publisher.

Every student needs top class listening and speaking skills to succeed at an academic level. Skillful focuses on these two skills to give presentation, instant practice and
complete immersion in those language skills. It offers students the opportunity to develop language skills by presenting them with ideas from today's world, while bruilding critical
thinking skills that are vital for academic success. This is taken even further with a focus on study skills, providing students with rpactical guidance and support, and building
confidence for independent learning throughout their university career.
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